
Wolverhampton Wheelers Track League 31
st
 August 2011 

 

This was the penultimate evening of the Wheelers Track League and the Ranking 

positions are now largely decided but this didn’t stop the Freewheelers racing as 

furiously as if it were the first!  Matty Lewis’s lead in Freewheelers A can not be 

beaten but Georgia Hilleard still managed a very close win in the Sprint.  Both these 

riders go up to Youth next year.  We will all be watching them with great interest.  

Kate Britton’s lead in the Freewheelers B Rankings is larger than Matty’s, a position 

she has achieved through riding consistently well throughout the season. 

 

Jack Escrit’s lead in the Youth Rankings is similarly unassailable but here to racing 

was passionate with James Ireson taking the Scratch, Sprint and Devil and Ryan 

Phillips winning the Intermediate Sprint.  Jack Hibberd’s lead in the Senior A 

Rankings is the largest of all the categories and he will be the overall winner of the 

league for the second successive year.  Tonight he won the Devil, the Sprint and the 

10 km Handicap. 

 

The best performance of the night must surely go to Jacob Kelly (Lichfield City CC) 

racing in the Senior B’s, he won the Scratch, Devil and Sprint and then went on to 

take a well deserved third place in the 10 km Handicap.  The Senior B category is also 

the most interesting with several competitors able to win it.  Jacob is certainly in with 

a chance although the current leader is Wheeler Andy Jones with University of 

Birmingham rider Mark Brown in second place but the final outcome will not be 

known until the end of racing on the final night next week.  Next week will also 

decide the winning female competitor with Ella Hopkins of VC St Raphael racing 

strongly in recent weeks but there are other contenders.  We await next week with 

great anticipation. 


